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From the comedic genius behind "Chicken Bucket" and "Pimp My Ride" comes a new book of poems to palpate
the innumerable tender indignities of existence—humiliation, remorse, chagrin, grief, and between-state
emotions so complex they'd require long hyphenated compound modifiers to describe them.
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Dear Reviewer,
Bloof Books considers Jennifer L. Knox our very own poet laureate and our primary reason
for being. (No lie: we started the press just to keep her first book, A Gringo Like Me, in print
forever.) Which means we couldn't be more delighted to announce the publication of Days
of Shame & Failure, Knox's fourth book of poems. In Days of Shame & Failure, she offers up
another volume of darkly hilarious poetry—ranging stylistically through dramatic
monologues (her specialty), elegies for the departed, cheek-redding confessions of failure, goofy theme songs, televised
antiques appraisals, romantic-revenge dreams, and more—wildly careening between the temporary highs and enduring
lows of the Average American Human Condition.
We're biased, sure. But Days of Shame & Failure is her best collection yet.
EARLY RAVES
"It’s hard to resist using a game show announcer’s voice when discussing Jennifer Knox’s latest collection, Days of Shame
& Failure. Knox knows how to draw human complexity out of absurdity and kitsch (and vice versa) without positioning
herself above it. She is one of us, sharing our fear and wonder, and we feel this sense of community as if there were five
million other viewers—a spin on Whitman’s 'multitudes'—watching along with us to see how she makes it out of each
lyrically harrowing poem. Is that camp? Is it satire? Who cares! 'Whatever it is,' as one poem reports, it gives me 'a real,
really felt feeling,' and that’s what I’m a sucker for every time." —Gregory Pardlo, winner of the Pulitzer Prize for Digest
"Knox’s aesthetic falls somewhere between Carson McCullers’s The Heart Is a Lonely Hunter and John Waters’s film Pink
Flamingos. Each voice carries its own tragedy, perversion, American darkness. And there is the surprising tidiness of her
writing, despite its pace and the amount of stuff she packs in. She writes the way Dean Moriarty parks cars." —Poetry
Review (UK)
Other blurbs by Sarah Manguso, Patricia Smith, and Amber Tamblyn.
SAMPLE TITLES
• The New Let's Make a Deal
• The Ten-Million-Year War
• I Want to Speak to the Manager
• Drones

• Radical Honesty Night
• Hive Mind
• Nazi Art
• Waiting on the Ambulance
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The cover painting by Pennsylvania artist Charles Browning is a custom work inspired by the poems, featuring "a naked
dude and a crotch-covering extinct flightless bird." But of course. (Browning also painted the cover art for Knox's other
three books.)
AUTHOR CITY: Nevada, Iowa. (Yeah, we had to look it up too.) Originally from Southern California, Knox “moved
to the midwest for love” about a year ago. Prior to that she lived in Brooklyn, NY for a rough dozen. Her work has
created mirth internationally, including in a German translation of her selected poems. She teaches poetry and comp, and
runs a popular herbal salt business distributed through area merchants and farm markets, called Saltlickers (www.saltlickers.com).
TOUR SCHEDULE: Prairie Lights Bookstore in Iowa City, IA; Twin Cities Festival in Minneapolis, MN; Lit Crawl in
Portland, OR; Bryan Park Series in New York, NY; and more. (Scheduling in progress.)
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Jennifer L. Knox is an iconic American poet whose work has been compared to Richard
Pryor, Sarah Silverman, cartoonist R. Crumb, musician Randy Newman, and magician Doug
Henning. None of these comparisons is quite right, however. Knox’s work is unmistakably
her own: surprisingly empathetic, utterly original, both funny and frightening, like America
itself. And like the best comedians, she is never merely funny: each of her speakers has
something important to say. Knox’s poems have appeared four times in the Best American
Poetry series and in the anthologies Great American Prose Poems: From Poe to Present and Best
American Erotic Poems, as well as in such publications as the New York Times, the New Yorker,
American Poetry Review, and McSweeney’s. Her first three books of poems are also available from
Bloof: The Mystery of the Hidden Driveway, Drunk by Noon, and A Gringo Like Me.
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